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Billy was horrified, but he remained calm on the surface. He came here well prepared so he
didn’t fear her in the least.

He knew that they hadn’t made a finished product at all. Back then, he saw Ivan design
‘Starry Night’ with his own eyes. Then, something happened at his home and Billy took the
opportunity to take away the design drawings and destroyed all his design traces.

Hence, he knew Sophia was just trying to trick him into confessing now.

He confidently countered, “Impossible! This is what I designed. How could there be a
finished product a few years ago unless time and space travel exists? You’re just slandering
me, Miss Mitchell.”

Sophia could not be bothered to argue with Billy. She snapped her fingers and the computer
expert she brought instantly hacked into the projection equipment at the scene,
successfully taking control of the big screen.

A photo appeared on the big screen, showcasing a handsome man holding a husky with a
collar around the husky’s neck. The collar was exactly the same as the new product ‘Starry
Night’ that was displayed today!

Holding the microphone, Sophia said to the audience, “This photo was a photo taken by
Pourl’s designer, Ivan, eight years ago and it has been kept in the alumni corridor of Bayside
University. Eight years ago, Starry Night was worn on Ivan’s pet dog’s neck! Does this mean
Mr. Kim’s ‘Starry Night’ is plagiarized?”

The audience was in an uproar again.

Everyone stood up one after another and looked at the collar in that photo. It was exactly
the same as Starry Night shown by Billy today!



This model already existed eight years ago, yet Billy’s design only took shape a year ago!

It was clear in just one glance who was the one plagiarizing.

There were also many alumni who graduated from Bayside University at the scene. Seeing
Ivan’s photo, they all finally remembered.

“It’s true. I have seen it before. It turns out that Ivan is an alumni!”

“I’ve never noticed it. Apparently, Starry Night already existed eight years ago!”

“Billy had plagiarized it!”

…

After hearing everyone’s discussion, Sandra’s expression turned sour.

“Impossible!” Billy let out a shout which shocked everyone at the scene.

He paced up and down irritably, pointing at the photo of Ivan as he yelled, “Slander! This is
pure slander! This photo is a fake; it’s been photoshopped! I’ve seen this photo and I
personally saw them taking this picture. At that time, there was no Starry Night in the
picture. The collar did not look like this at all!”

Billy saw Ivan take this picture, which was later hung on the alumni corridor of Bayside
University.

When this photo was taken, Ivan hadn’t designed ‘Starry Night’ at all, so how could it be in
the picture?

Sure enough, this was a trick to get Billy to confess!

Seeing everyone still whispering among each other, Billy hurriedly continued, “If you don’t
believe me, please go to the alumni corridor of Bayside University to take a look. The collar
on that photo is not like this at all!”

Facing Billy’s argument, Sophia sighed quietly. “Then what do you think it should look like?”



Billy almost replied but when he was about to say something, he suddenly decided not to.

Something had occurred to him, and he was so shaken that he couldn’t speak a word.

When he took this photo, Ivan’s dog was indeed wearing a collar. The collar was designed by
Ivan for his beloved dog and it was not for commercial use. It was later lost and the design
drawing was stolen by Billy and he in turn made the collar a hot item in the pet luxury
industry…

There were many pet dogs on the scene wearing that exact collar!

Meanwhile, many had already started calling their contacts at Bayside University to take a
photo of the picture to verify…

It was only then did Billy realize that he had fallen into a trap.

Sophia didn’t come for Starry Night today.

The comparison picture between the collar and his work would be published soon, and he
could no longer escape the charge of plagiarism by then!

He stared Ivan down.

So what if he plagiarized? Did Ivan have proof that it was his design?

Billy squeezed his fists and planned to continue lying till the end. The Edwards Family and
the Mitchell Family were the ones backing King and no one dared to provoke these two
families!

Unexpectedly, Sophia spoke again. She no longer continued the topic of plagiarism, but
instead started a new topic. “Just now, Mr. Billy said that in King’s design studio, there are
security cameras which are turned on 24 hours per day. In addition to capturing the hard
work of the designers, the cameras seem to have captured some other interesting things
too! I have footage here and I’d like everyone to watch them together!”

With that said, the big screen behind her changed. Ivan’s photos were gone, replaced by the
footage of the security camera of King’s design studio.



In the first footage, a customer sent his Shiba Inu to the design studio to tailor make some
luxury goods.

As soon as the customer left, the assistant grabbed the Shiba Inu and approached Billy. Billy
then took a measuring tape to measure it, but the disobedient dog twisted its neck and rear,
refusing to cooperate. Billy slapped the dog, which in turn made the dog whimper in pain.
Whenever the dog didn’t behave, he would give it another slap. And so, he slapped the dog
again and again on its head, causing the dog to yelp pitifully.

The next footage was even more shocking. A naughty Samoyed lolled his tongue and licked
the hand of King’s designer; unfortunately, it was also slapped on the head. Still feeling
furious, the person even grabbed the dog’s ears and banged the dog’s head on the wall.

Next was a naughty husky running around, but King’s assistant designer held it down
fiercely and pierced it with a needle. And so, the naughty husky collapsed instantly and was
dragged away by its tail.

Then, when Sandra came to the studio to inspect, a client’s pug walked past her feet and
she kicked it away in disgust. Her kick caused the dog to fall down and made its head bleed.

…

The scene turned silent and the guests were all stunned.

Unexpectedly, their beloved dogs which they sent to King to get luxury goods tailor made
were abused to such an extent!

A major international brand that made pet luxury goods secretly abused its customers’ pets!

Upon seeing the footage, Sandra was also dumbfounded.

Those surveillance videos could only be obtained by high-level confidantes inside King. How
could they fall into Scarlett’s hands?

At this moment, she thought of the employees who had been poached from Pourl. In order
to provoke Pourl, she also specially selected a group of employees who were poached from
Pourl and gave them high positions. They were promoted very quickly and were allowed to
become the core employees of King.



Unexpectedly, Sophia actually planted a spy in King and got the footage!

“Turn it off. Turn off the video!” Sandra shouted hysterically as she rushed over, and the
video on the big screen quickly disappeared.

Sophia then said into the microphone, “I have uploaded all the videos to King’s client base. If
you need evidence, you can download the footage from the group.”

Upon hearing that, everyone took out their mobile phones and saw dozens of videos from
King’s high-end client base, all of which were evidence that King designers abused their
customers’ pets!


